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ABSTRACT
Internal resistance is a critical parameter of the thermal behav-

ior of Li-ion battery cells. This paper proposes an innovative way
to deal with the uncertainties related to this physical parameter
using experimental data and numerical simulation. First, a CFD
model is validated against an experimental configuration repre-
senting the behavior of heated Li-ion battery cells under constant
discharging current conditions. Secondly, an Uncertainty Quan-
tification based methodology is proposed to represent the internal
resistance and its inherent uncertainties. Thanks to an accurate
and fast to compute surrogate model, the impact of those uncer-
tainties on the temperature evolution of Li-ion cells is quantified.
Finally, a Bayesian inference of the internal resistance model pa-
rameters using experimental measurements is performed, permit-
ting to reduce the prediction uncertainty by almost 95% for some
temperatures of interest.

INTRODUCTION
The widespread use of electric vehicles forces manufacturers

to build high-performance cars and provide the ability of fast
charging for consumers. High-intensity currents demanded by
these capabilities can generate intense heat loads on the battery
pack of the vehicle [2]. Operating the car and battery pack un-
der high temperatures can seriously damage the Li-ion batteries
and reduce the lifespan of the whole system [10]. Then, indus-
trial efforts are focused on Battery Thermal Management Sys-
tem (BTMS) to keep the batteries in a safe range of temperature
during charging and discharging sequences. Understanding and
predicting the thermal behavior of Li-ion cells is then crucial to
improve these systems.

The heat generated by Li-ion cells is, for the most part,
caused by the Joule effect, coming from the electric current go-
ing through the Li-ion cells and its inherent internal resistance.
The complex chemical structure of Li-ion cells and electrochem-
ical reactions occurring within it are responsible for obstruction
in electrons transfer and, thus, internal resistance. The internal

NOMENCLATURE

u [m/sec] Velocity field in fluid domain
T [K] Temperature field
p [Pa] Pressure field in fluid domain
t [sec] Time
R(T ) [mΩ] Internal resistance model
I [A] Electrical current intensity
C [-] Unit of discharge rate
qg [W/m2] Heat source term in solid equation
Cp [J/(kg/K)] Specific heat
d,h [mm] Diameter and height of the Li-ion cells
R = [R0, ...,R3] [mΩ] Resistance vector, surrogate model input
T [K] Temperatures vector, surrogate model output
T exp [K] Experimental measured temperatures vector

Special characters
ν [m 2/s] Kinematic viscosity
ρ [kg/ m3] Density
λ [W/(mK)] Thermal conductivity
α = λ/ρCp [m2/s] Thermal diffusivity
Ω,Ω f ,Ωs [-] Computational domains
NLHS [-] Number of simulations in the design of experiment
Nexp [-] Number of available experimental measurements
M [-] Surrogate model function
P [-] Probability

Subscripts

f , s, i Fluid domain, Solid domain, Fluid/solid interface

resistance depends then on many uncertain parameters such as
temperature, state-of-charge of the cell and their combined ef-
fect. Developing an accurate model to represent its behavior is a
challenging topic [5; 8].

In the present work, a novel methodology to improve the nu-
merical solver’s predictive character using Uncertainty Quantifi-
cation methods and experimental measurement is presented. The
code TrioCFD is used to compute the thermal behavior of heated
Li-ion cells under discharging conditions. This CFD tool is vali-
dated for the first time in literature against an experimental con-
figuration of battery cells. Then, the uncertainties of the internal
resistance of Li-ion cells are modeled and propagated through
the CFD solver to assess their impact on the temperature evolu-
tion of the Li-ion cells under discharging conditions. Finally, a
Bayesian inference of the internal resistance model is performed
using experimental measurements, to reduce the numerical pre-
diction uncertainty.
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EXPERIMENTAL AND CFD TEST CASE
Experimental Test Case

The experiment reproduced in this study is taken from [3].
The set-up consists in two parallel rows of four Li-ion cells each
(see Fig. 1). The Li-ion cells used in the experiment are cylindri-
cal 26650 cells, with LiFePO4 chemical composition. A battery
pack, composed of two rows of cells, is between enclosure walls
made of plexiglass. Each cell present a diameter of d = 25.85
[mm] and height of h= 62.5 [mm], with a given spacing between
cells illustrated in Fig. 1. A constant discharging electric current
is applied to the Li-ion cells during the whole experiment time.
According to the discharge rate of 1.5 [C], the current across the
entire battery pack is set to I = 6.9 [A]. This discharge current is
applied to the cells from the beginning of the experiment, at time
t0 = 0 [sec] until the final time t f = 1600 [sec].

Figure 1. Experimental set up. Figure courtesy of [3]

The purpose of the experiment is to monitor the temperature
evolution of the heated Li-ion cells measured at key locations
of each cell surface. The probes positions are represented by
the black cross on Fig. 1-b. In this experiment, the tempera-
ture evolution of the cells is studied under various airflow con-
ditions. The case of forced convection with a non zero inlet ve-
locity in the fluid domain, is treated, for numeric validation pur-
poses. Then, the uncertainty quantification study on the internal
resistance model is performed in the case of pure heating of the
cells, with no air inlet velocity. One scope of the present work is
to consider the data coming from the experiment with the uncer-
tainties related to the measured quantities of interest and with the
inherent uncertainties of physical parameters involved in Li-ion
cell heating.

Governing Equations and CFD Model
To represent numerically the experimental case, a two-

dimensional simulation of the transient conjugate heat transfer
is performed. The computational domain Ω is divided in two
sub-domains: the fluid domain and solid domain. Because of
the symmetry of the experimental set-up the full domain Ω rep-
resents only half of the physical set up, namely, one plexiglass

wall and only one row composed of four cells, like shown in Fig.
2.

meshed soliddomain
meshed fluid domain

1

4
3
2

Figure 2. Mesh, computational domains and boundary labels
for the CFD simulation.

In the fluid domain Ω f , the Navier-Stokes equations are
solved along with the energy equation. The set of equations in
the fluid domain reads:





∇ ·u = 0
∂u
∂t +u ·∇u = ∇ · (ν f ∇u)− 1

ρ f
∇p

∂T
∂t +u∇T = ∇ · (α f ∇T )

(1)

The solid domain Ωs represents the four heated cells. The heat
equation is solved in this part of the domain. The heat equation
in Ωs reads:

∂T
∂t

= ∇ · (αs∇T )+
qg

ρsCp,s
(2)

At the interface γi between the two domains Ω f and Ωs, the
coupling conditions related to conjugate heat transfer are applied:
temperature and heat flux continuity. Let’s denote Tf ,i and Ts,i
the temperature on the interface in the fluid and solid domains
respectively. Similarly, Φ f ,i and Φs,i are the heat flux coming out
of the fluid and solid domain respectively. For any instant t of
the simulated time, the temperature and heat flux continuity are
expressed by:

Tf ,i = Ts,i Φ f ,i =−Φs,i (3)

The source term in the solid domain Ωs represents the heat
generated by the Joule effect, due to the discharge current I ap-
plied to the cells, and their internal resistance R. The details
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about the source term expression are explained further in the ar-
ticle. However, to complete the equations’ description, the ex-
pression of the source term in eq. 2 is given by:

qg = R(T ) · I2 (4)

qg being a volumic source term, it is applied to each mesh el-
ement of the solid domain. Then the resistance depends on the
temperature evaluated in each element of the discretized solid do-
main. The numerical tool used to solve the governing equations
is TrioCFD [1], which is a numerical tool developed at CEA for
heat transfer and fluid problems oriented towards nuclear appli-
cations. Note that TrioCFD is applied here for the first time in
litterature to the simulation of battery cells. The conditions on
the different boundaries indicated in Fig. 2 are the following
ones: Γ1 imposed temperature and velocity, Γ2 symmetry and
adiabatic for thermal equations, Γ3 free outlet, Γ4 symmetry, Γ5
wall condition, γi coupling conditions (fluid/solid interface). Tri-
oCFD provides the predicted temperature evolution at the probes
locations showed in Fig. 1.

Evaluation of the Numerical Schemes
The purpose of this section is to make sure that the numerical

schemes used to solve flow and thermal equations in TrioCFD
are consistent with an already validated numerical tool on this
kind of heat transfer problems. A code to code comparison is
performed, between TrioCFD and the code used in [3], FLU-
ENT. The test case is set up with the following conditions: an
air flow of u = 1 [m/s] is imposed at the inlet boundary. The
heat from solid domain is provided by a constant source term
qg = 6.666 ·103 [W/m2] in eq. 2. For this case of forced convec-
tion with inlet velocity, a Low-Re k− ε turbulence model [4] is
added to eq. 1. The 2D mesh contains 1.7 ·104 nodes. The tem-
perature evolution is computed at the probes positions, specified
in Fig. 1. As the two numerical codes are set with the same heat-
ing conditions, it’s assumed that if TrioCFD reproduces the same
temperature evolution as FLUENT, the flow and heat equations
are numerically solved with good consistency.

Fig. 3 shows the temperature evolution at the probes position
computed by TrioCFD and FLUENT. Both codes give similar
temperature prediction. Thus, from these results, confidence is
gained about the numerical settings chosen for the case and the
ability of TrioCFD to compute conjugate heat transfer in a case
of heated Li-ion cells.

CFD Simulation for the Case of No Inlet Velocity: Resulting
Temperature Field

Here a simulation in the case of pure heating is presented,
i.e. with air velocity set to u = 0 [m/s] at inlet boundary. A
Dirichlet boundary conditions is applied to the temperature of
the inlet boundary (Tinlet = 295.2 [K]). The same value is used
for the initial condition in the whole domain. An adiabatic wall
condition is applied to symmetry boundaries for the temperature.

This representation of the temperature field in Fig. 4 high-
lights the process of transient conjugate heat transfer. The heat

Figure 3. Numerical temperature prediction from FLUENT
and TrioCFD at the probes positions, for each battery cell.

Figure 4. (a) Contour plot of the temperature field evolution in
solid and fluid domains. (b) Focus on the temperature field in the
solid domain at t = 1600 [sec]. data is measured.

is generated in the solid domain Ωs with the volumic heat source
qg from eq. 4. Then the heat is spread through the solid do-
main according to the conduction equation in eq. 2. The fluid in
Ω f surrounding the solid domain is retrieving the heat generated
through the coupling conditions in eq. 3. The air temperature
and resulting flow is computed with eq. 1. Also, increased heat
loads for the cells 2 and 3 can be expected, because of the cell
arrangement and the wall on the side. This configuration, even
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if simple, can show the issues of cooling in real battery packs
where several Li-ion cells are set up close to each other.

MODELING UNCERTAINTIES IN INTERNAL RESIS-
TANCE MODEL

Now that the description and ability of the CFD model to
solve the problem of heated cells has been shown, the focus is
set on studying the uncertainties related to the internal resistance
model.

A Priori Choice of the Internal Resistance Model
To consider uncertainties in the internal resistance values, it is

first required to choose an a priori structure for the model to rep-
resent this function. From many references studying properties
of Li-ion batteries, it is a good guess to assume that the internal
resistance is dependent on the temperature only, in a cubic poly-
nomial form [8]. The objective here is then to build a direct re-
lationship between the resistance of the cell and its temperature,
following some physical constraints, i.e. T �→R(T ). Specifically,
the built model R(T ) is imposed to be strictly decreasing within
the temperature range of the experiment following several works
[5; 7].

A Bezier parametrization is chosen to model the resistance, re-
quiring the definition of some control points. Note that expected
monotonic behavior of the resistance can be naturally imposed
with a suitable choice of the control points. Within the range of
relevant temperatures with respect to usual Li-ion cells problems,
four values of temperature are selected, equally spaced, as input
values. Then, for these selected temperature values, four corre-
sponding values of internal resistance are taken. This process
outcomes in four temperature-resistance control points. Then,
the model is built using a Bezier curve parametrization. An illus-
tration of the Bezier parametrization in modelling the resistance
R(T ) is given in Fig. 5 with five curves and their associated con-
trol points (corresponding to the same colour), within the range
of temperature of the experiment (represented by the vertical red
dotted lines). Note that the mathematical behavior of each model
is controlled through the variability of the control points.

Uncertainty Characterization in the Internal Resistance
Model

Using the Bezier parametrization, the uncertainties of the in-
ternal resistance can be represented, modelling the distribution
of the control points variability. In practice, a random variable
Ri is introduced, giving the resistance value at the temperature
abscissa Ti, i ∈ [0,3] of each control point. The uncertainties of
each resistance (for a given temperature abscissa Ti) are assumed
to follow a given uniform distribution. For this reason, a phys-
ically sound interval of variation is considered, from which the
resistance values can be obtained. For one sampled set of resis-
tance values R(i)

= [R0, ...,R3] the corresponding Bezier polyno-
mial model R(i)(T ) is built and ready to be implemented in the
CFD code through the source term qg from eq. 2.

Figure 5. Five samples of the Bezier control points and corre-
sponding R(T ) curves (matched by colors). The red dotted lines
represent the temperature range of the experiment. The four ab-
scissa of the control points are: T0 = 290 [K]; T1 = 294.8 [K];
T2 = 299.5 [K]; T3 = 304.1 [K]

CALIBRATION OF THE RESISTANCE MODEL PARAM-
ETERS USING EXPERIMENTAL DATA AND SURRO-
GATE MODEL
Surrogate Model and Uncertainty Propagation

Using the process detailed in the previous section the uncer-
tainties inherent to the internal resistance model can be modeled.
The objective of this whole study is to assess the impact of these
uncertainties on the temperature response of the heated Li-ion
battery cells. A so-called Uncertainty propagation problem con-
sists in propagating the input uncertainties through the numerical
solver (the CFD solver in this case) to compute a statistical dis-
tribution of a specific quantity of interest. The target here is the
computation of some statistics of the temperature evolution on
the Li-ion cells surface.

A simple approach to compute these statistics is the classical
Monte Carlo method. It is very effective but expensive, though.
In fact, it requires the evaluation of many samples to converge
properly, which correspond in this case to many CFD expen-
sive evaluations. Many values of the temperature response are
required, each corresponding to an evaluation of the computa-
tional model with an internal resistance model R(i)(T ) as input.
This turns to be prohibitive with the present CFD model which
presents a high computational cost.

The approach followed here is then to build a surrogate model
of the quantity of interest as a function of the input parameters,
which can be used instead of evaluating the CFD model. Prac-
tically, let’s define for the surrogate model the input as a vector
of four sampled values of resistance R = [R0, ...,R3]. The out-
put is represented by a vector T of k temperature values T̃k, at
different times of the experiment tk, on the location specified in
Fig. 4, such that T̃k = T̃ (tk). The surrogate model just defined is
described in eq. 5:
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M : R = [R0, ...,R3] �→ T = [T̃1, ..., T̃k] (5)

The construction of this function is performed using the Gaus-
sian process regression theory [9]. The idea is to build an interpo-
lation function from a set of construction points constituting a so-
called Design of Experiment (DOE). In this case, Latin Hyper-
cube Sampling (LHS) technique was used to sample NLHS mod-
els for the internal resistance R(i)(T ), i ∈ [1,NLHS]. Then, a CFD
simulation is performed for each input R(i), providing the output
vector of temperature values T (i). Fig. 6 illustrates the evalu-
ation of temperatures by the surrogate model for an input R(i)

versus the (exact) one evaluated with CFD, showing an excellent
accuracy of the surrogate model. Fig. 7 illustrates the surrogate
model’s envelope on the whole stochastic space, which overlaps
with the experimental measurements (and the corresponding er-
ror bars).

Figure 6. Comparison of surrogate model evaluations of tem-
perature T̃ with the CFD model for a given input R(i). The red
line represents the first bisector curve.

Bayesian Calibration of the Resistance Model Parameters
In this section, the attention is set on the calibration of the

input parameters of the resistance model. The first approach is
to perform a deterministic calibration by minimizing the L2 er-
ror between the temperature predictions from the CFD model
and the experimental measurements. The L2 error, for a CFD
run with a given input model R(T ) is defined by the sum of dis-
crepancies between the temperature evaluated by the CFD model
and temperature measured experimentally at each time t j where
a data is available.

Figure 7. Surrogate model response with its variation envelope
due to input uncertainties (red). Comparison with experimental
data and its measurement error envelope (black). CFD model
response with nominal input model Rnominal(T ) (blue).

ErrorL2(R(T )) =
Nexp

∑
j=1

�
TCFD(R(T ), t j)−T exp

j

�2
(6)

From the many CFD simulations in the plan of experiment,
an other surrogate model f is built, mapping the values of resis-
tance R with the corresponding L2 error. Then an optimization
problem is run to get the values of input R which minimizes the
function f . This outcomes in an optimized vector called RL2
defining a RL2(T ) model which gives the closest CFD response
from experimental measurements, in Fig. 8 (green). The result-
ing CFD computation using this input resistance model can be
seen in Fig. 9 (green).

The second approach is to consider a Bayesian calibration of
the parameters [6]. The objective is to compute the distribution
of the input parameters R = [R0, ...,R3] which leads to the model
response the closest to the experimental data in a Bayesian sense.
Specifically, the goal is to compute the distribution of the input
parameters R, conditioned to the experimental data T exp. Follow-
ing Bayes theorem, the following relation between the posterior
distribution, the likelihood and the prior distribution reads:

P[R|T exp
] ∝ P[T exp|R] ·π(R) (7)

where P[R|T exp
] is the posterior distribution, P[T exp|R] the

likelihood and π(R) the prior distribution. The objective of the
Bayesian calibration is to compute the posterior distribution.

In this case, first, a prior distribution to the input parameters
is defined, i.e. R ∼ π(R). There is no a priori information on the
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input values, except an acceptable range of variation, and then
a non-informative prior (uniform distribution) is chosen. The
posterior distribution is obtained using a Markov Chain Monte
Carlo algorithm.

Figure 8. Prior (blue) distributions and posterior (red) distri-
butions of input parameters after Bayesian calibration. In green,
resulting values of resistance after deterministic calibration.

The uncertainty propagation of the input prior distributions
(Fig. 8 - blue) leads to a considerable variation on the numer-
ical prediction of temperature (Fig. 9 - blue), which envelops
experimental data systematically. Considering the posterior dis-
tributions (Fig. 8 - red), the uncertainty on the input parameters
has been reduced by 73%, 76%, 75%, 47% for the parameters
R0,R1,R2,R3 respectively. Furthermore, the Bayesian inference
allows gaining knowledge on the numerical model response. Fig.
9, shows the temperature distributions (red) predicted by the sur-
rogate model, resulting from the propagation of posterior input
distributions from Fig. 8. The posterior predicted distributions
are more narrow than the priors. For instance, the uncertainty for
the predicted temperature at t = 1517 [sec] (Fig. 9) is reduced by
98% using the posterior distributions of input parameters. Then,
by including the knowledge from the experimental data, the un-
certainty on the model response has been reduced, and the quality
of the numerical model prediction can be assessed from a more
relevant perspective.

CONCLUSION
In the present work, an Uncertainty-based internal resistance

model was formulated to solve a conjugate heat transfer problem
of heated Li-ion batteries. A forward propagation of uncertain-
ties and Bayesian calibration of the input parameters were per-
formed, thanks to an accurate surrogate model. This outcomes in
a more relevant assessment of the numerical prediction quality
regarding the system’s physical behaviour. Overall, uncertainty
on the predicted temperatures has been reduced by 95%, and un-
certainty on some input parameters has been reduced by 75%.

Figure 9. Prior (blue) and posterior (red) predicted distribu-
tions of the quantities of interest. In green, result of the CFD
model with the RL2(T ) input model.
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